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Abstract
Acquiring a large vocabulary is an important aspect of human intelligence. One
common approach for human to populating vocabulary is to learn words during
reading or listening, and then use them in writing or speaking. This ability to
transfer from input to output is natural for human, but it is difficult for machines.
Human spontaneously performs this knowledge transfer in complicated multimodal
tasks, such as Visual Question Answering (VQA). In order to approach human-level
Artificial Intelligence, we hope to equip machines with such ability. Therefore, to
accelerate this research, we propose a new zero-shot transfer VQA (ZST-VQA)
dataset by reorganizing the existing VQA v1.0 dataset in the way that during
training, some words appear only in one module (i.e. questions) but not in the
other (i.e. answers). In this setting, an intelligent model should understand and
learn the concepts from one module (i.e. questions), and at test time, transfer them
to the other (i.e. predict the concepts as answers). We conduct evaluation on this
new dataset using three existing state-of-the-art VQA neural models. Experimental
results show a significant drop in performance on this dataset, indicating existing
methods do not address the zero-shot transfer problem. Besides, our analysis finds
that this may be caused by the implicit bias learned during training.

1

Introduction

With the fast development of deep learning [15, 27, 9], Artificial Intelligence achieved human level in
many domains [26, 21]. However, current AIs are only designed for specific tasks, and still far from
human’s general intelligence. A way to make a human-like machine is to make them learn as the
human does so that it is important to understand how the human learns. One characteristic of human
learning is the ability to transfer from input to output. For example, to populate vocabulary, people
learn words during reading and listening, and use them in writing and speaking. This transferability
from input to output is natural for human, but it is difficult for machines.
Human spontaneously performs this transfer with language compositionality [7] in complicated
multimodal tasks, such as VQA. For example, in Fig. 1a, in order to learn from the question-answer
pair [“What fruit is wearing sunglasses?”, “bananas”], one needs to understand the concept of
“sunglasses”. Then for another question [“What is on the man’s face?”], humans can provide the
correct answer “sunglasses” even though they have never seen it as an answer during training.
Similarly, humans can also transfer concepts learned from answers to questions. Although VQA
achieved high performances in standard benchmarks [2, 6, 12, 14, 8], little investigation has been
made to address abilities for zero-shot transfer learning.
Preprint. Work in progress.

(a) Example of zero-shot answer task (ZSA). A zero- (b) Example of zero-shot question task (ZSQ). A zeroshot word “sunglasses” appears in question but not in shot word “chair” appears in answer but not in question
answer during train, and it appears in answer for test. during train, and it appears in question for test.

Figure 1: Examples of ZSA and ZSQ tasks. Transferring learned words from questions to answers or
from answers to questions is required in these tasks.

To facilitate this study, we create a new dataset, named as zero-shot transfer VQA (ZST-VQA), by
rearranging the original VQA v1.0 dataset [2]. The dataset includes two tasks: (1) the zero-shot
answer task (ZSA) as shown in Fig. 1a, and (2) the zero-shot question task (ZSQ) as shown in Fig. 1b.
The dataset is also helpful for detecting whether a model is biased to remember superficial relation
between input and output, because such relation can not solve zero-shot transfer learning problems.
For example, when a question asks what is on the ground, the answer is likely to be snow, because
this is an interesting and natural situation.
We evaluate three state-of-the-art VQA models [24, 32, 19] on these two newly proposed tasks.
Experiments show that the testing accuracy significantly decreases on the ZSQ task. What is even
worse, the testing accuracy drops to zero on the ZSA task. Both suggest that current models do not
have the zero-shot transfer ability. We made further analysis and found that the training data affect
the biases in the networks, causing significant drop in performance.
In summary, our contributions are threefold. (1) We propose the problem of zero-shot transfer
learning, which is an important skill for human-level Artificial Intelligence. (2) We build the ZSTVQA dataset for this problem, and experiment on three existing methods. We show that these methods
do not work well on this problem, and we analyze the reasons. (3) This dataset is also useful to detect
if a model learns to simply remember superficial input and output relations in VQA tasks.

2

Related Work

Visual Question Answering. VQA has improving dramatically recently [24, 10, 13]. We briefly
introduce typical VQA methods, and recommend the surveys [14, 8] for a more details. Depending
on the attention usage, VQA methods can be roughly divided into three groups: (i) non-attention
methods, (ii) visual attention methods and (iii) visual-text co-attention methods. Non-attention
methods include multimodal compact bilinear networks [5], relational networks [25], and Deeper
LSTM Question+Image [18]. They usually produce answers through a general network architecture
with attention implicitly embedded in the model. Visual attention methods, on the contrary, utilize
image-question pairs to attend to the discriminative image regions to predict the answer. For example,
stacked attention networks [32], ABC-CNN [3] and dynamic memory networks [31] all explicitly
compute the visual attention by combining top-down question contexts and bottom-up image cues.
Visual-text co-attention methods such as hierarchical co-attention networks [19], dual attention
networks [20] and compositional attention networks [11] all build explicit attention on both images
and questions. Tough results are encouraging, these methods don’t address zero-shot transfer problem.
Zero-Shot Learning. Zero-shot learning was early proposed by [22] and soon become an interesting
research problem in the cross-modal domain spanning natural language processing and computer
vision [28], where no finite set of samples can cover the diversity of the real world and all datasets naturally follow a heavy-tail distribution with new classes appearing frequently after the training [28, 16].
Usually, zero-shot learning requires to transfer knowledge from other sources such as attributes [17],
word embedding [4] or the relationship to other categories [30] in order to predict the novel class
2

Algorithm 1 Steps to create the proposed ZST-VQA dataset.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Mix the original train and test samples together, and find the shared words between questions and answers.
Filter out stop words from the shared words list.
Randomly sample 10% of words from this list with uniform distribution.
Equally divide the sampled words to ZSA and ZSQ words.
Create ZSA test dataset from all samples with ZSA words in answer.
Create ZSQ test dataset from all samples with ZSQ words in question.
Create normal test dataset from the original test samples that don’t overlap with ZSA test and ZSQ test.
Create normal train dataset from the original train samples that don’t overlap with ZSA test and ZSQ test.
Combine three test datasets, and label each sample with its source test dataset.

Table 1: Statistics of the original VQA [2] and the proposed ZST-VQA dataset.
VQA v1.0 [2]
zero-shot transfer VQA
Original train Original test Normal train Normal test ZSA test ZSQ test
Questions
248,349
121,512
163,281
80,436
15,302
34,353
Images
82,783
40,504
54,427
26,812
14,549
29,962
labels. In our dataset, novel words are embedded inside one module (i.e. questions) and we test the
model’s zero-shot generalization ability to the other module (i.e. answers).
VQA datasets. There are many VQA datasets, such as [12, 1] for compositionality, zero-shot VQA
dataset [29, 23] using extra resources, and more on the surveys [14, 8]. Different from them, our
dataset focus on transfer between input and output for natural human learning.
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Dataset Construction

We consider two scenarios: (1) Zero-shot answer (ZSA), where a set of selected words are contained
in training questions and testing answers, but not training answers. In this case, we expect a model to
transfer the concept of words learned from questions to answers for correct outputs in testing. (2)
Zero-shot question (ZSQ), where another set of words are contained in training answers and testing
questions, but not in training questions. ZSA and ZSQ are similar tasks in the opposite direction.
To do this, we first find a list of shared words between questions and answers in the original VQA
dataset (including both training and testing) and filter out stop words from it. We then uniformly
sample two mutually exclusive sets of words from this list as zero-shot words for ZSA and ZSQ
tasks. Note that this is different from [29] where only words less than 20 times are selected. This is
because of two main concerns: (1) Zero-shot words may appear when there are not enough training
data so that some words are not observed. In this case, the frequency of the zero-shot words in the
test set may be small. (2) Zero-shot words may also appear when there is concept drift (i.e. new
words appear over time). In this case, the frequency of zero-shot words in the test set can be high. In
order to consider both cases, we hence uniformly sample zero-shot words from words shared by all
questions and answers with all possible frequencies.
We then create the ZSA test set by extracting samples that contain the corresponding zero-shot words
in answers. Similarly, we create the ZSQ test set with the corresponding zero-shot words in questions.
The remaining training samples are used as the normal train set, and the remaining test sample as
the normal test set. To avoid the normal training set sharing images with any test set and to keep the
normal test set generated in the same process as the normal training set, we discard training samples
if they share the same images as ZSA or ZSQ test sets. Algorithm 1 summarize our dataset creation
process and Table 1 shows the basic statistics. Due to page limitation, please see more dataset details
in the appendix.

4
4.1

Experiments
Baselines

We evaluate three typical types of VQA algorithms on our dataset: non-attention (LSTM Q+I) [18],
visual attention (SAN) [32], and visual-text co-attention (HieCoAtt) [19] methods.
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Table 2: Testing accuracies of baseline and extended baseline methods on zero-shot transfer VQA
dataset, with reported results on VQA dataset as reference.
Baselines
Extended baselines
VQA val Normal
ZSA
ZSQ
Normal
ZSA
ZSQ
LSTM Q+I [18]
54.23% 47.72% 0.00% 40.03% 46.43% 0.00% 40.14%
SAN [32]
55.86% 48.70% 0.00% 41.63% 46.35% 0.00% 40.54%
57.09% 41.70% 0.00% 35.46% 40.10% 0.00% 33.95%
HieCoAtt [19]

(a) Average scores. Implicit bias is learned and preserved to zero-shot test task.

(b) Implicit bias for a sample in Fig. 1a. “sunglasses”
is predicted as “frisbee”.

Figure 2: Normalized histograms of binned scores for answers. Implicit bias assigns higher scores on
normal answers (blue, green) than on zero-shot answers (red, purple).
Deeper LSTM Question+Image (LSTM Q+I) [18] processes images and questions in different
channels. The image channel extracts image feature from the last hidden layer of VGGNet [27]. The
question channel extract question feature from the last state of a 2-layered LSTM. The image and
question features are then merged by element-wise multiplication and fed into a fully-connected layer
for prediction. The model is trained with cross-entropy loss.
Stacked Attention Networks (SAN) [32] computes a sequence of attentions for prediction. The
question is converted to an embedding to obtain attention map over image feature map. The attended
image and the question embedding are then combined with the encoded question as a new embedding.
It repeats this process for two times, and a fully-connected layer is used for prediction.
Hierarchical Question-Image Co-attention Networks (HieCoAtt) [19] applies attentions on both
images and questions. Both attentions are computed hierarchically and the features in different
hierarchical levels are combined. Then it is passed to a fully-connected layer for prediction.
4.2

Results

We use publicly available original implementation for each algorithm. The results in Table 2 (middle)
show 0% accuracy in ZSA and significantly lower results than normal test set in ZSQ. There are some
obvious reasons for the performance drop. In the baseline methods, question and answer vocabularies
are constructed with training dataset. This means answer set does not contain zero-shot answers, and
question vocabulary does not contain zero-shot question words. At test time, zero-shot answers will
not be predicted, because the models do not have the corresponding classes, and all zero-shot question
words are treated as unknown words. For ZSA problem, even if zero-shot classes are available in
training, since these methods use fully-connected layer as the last layer, the bias in this layer for
the zero-shot classes will be very low, because all it always receives negative gradient. These low
bias will reduce the score of the zero-shot classes during testing, and prevents zero-shot answer
prediction. Another problem is questions and answers don’t share information so that a word is
treated as different ones in question and answer, therefore it cannot be transferred.
To avoid these problems, we define joint vocabulary for both questions and answers, share the word
embedding and the transposed weights of the last fully-connected layer, and remove bias from the last
layer. The result (Table 2 right) shows that ZSA still has zero accuracy, and ZSQ is still significantly
lower than normal test, which is consistent with previous observation.
4
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Discussions

The above results indicate that there should be other reasons for performance drop. In ZSA task, a
reason might be intermediate network learns an implicit bias and always maps test input to a manifold
that appeared in training. We use SAN for analysis. In Fig. 2a, we plot normalized histograms of
binned average scores for answers. The scores are the last representation before the final Softmax
layer, so that they are monotonic to output probabilities. We consider two test datasets for normal and
ZSA tasks, and two answer sets for normal and zero-shot answers, altogether four histograms. In
normal test, the curve of normal answer set (green) is right to that of zero-shot answer set (purple).
This indicates the model has learned an implicit bias to assign higher scores on normal answers. In
ZSA test, the curve of normal answer set (blue) is also right to that of zero-shot answer set (red),
and the relation (blue vs. red) is very similar to that in normal test (green vs. purple). This indicates
that the implicit bias is preserved to ZSA task, so that zero-shot answers have low scores, and the
model doesn’t predict them as answers. We also plot histograms in Fig. 2b for a sample in Fig. 1a
with question [“What is on the man’s face?”], and “sunglasses” (zero-shot answer) is predicted as
“frisbee” (normal answer). The plot shows the implicit bias also exists for a single sample.
In ZSQ, the performance is also worse than normal test, meaning the words aren’t transferred from
answers to questions very well. However, unlike ZSA task, it has much higher accuracy than zero or
random prediction. This might be because questions contain many words so that zero-shot words
don’t influence the prediction too much.
In both ZSA and ZSQ tasks, one key problem might be compositionality, decoupling words and the
way that they are processed. This is because transfer alone doesn’t solve zero-shot problems, and
the model needs the ability to process transferred zero-shot wards in the same manner as normal
wards. This may be achieved with some special network architectures, such as attention and memory,
appropriate loss and regularization, or other types of innovations.

6

Conclusion

We created the ZST-VQA dataset with ZSA and ZSQ tasks. We evaluated existing VQA algorithms
on the new dataset, and found that the algorithms and their extensions do not address the zeroshot transfer problem. We analyzed that implicit bias may be a reason of low performance, and
discussed possible solutions with compositionality. We hope this dataset will encourage the research
on zero-shot transfer learning in VQA community.
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Table 3: Frequent zero-shot words appearing in ZSA test set answers.
Freq.
6,206
1,229
1,138
684
625
324
302
241
137
126

Word
3
0
dog
stop
purple
male
bat
picture
tower
giraffes

Freq.
125
120
115
115
111
105
102
89
85
76

Word
closed
sunglasses
plastic
head
chicken
meter
tomato
overcast
blanket
tea

Freq.
74
56
56
54
52
50
49
45
44
43

Word
beige
love
center
swimming
sugar
know
parrot
ford
p
tulips

Freq.
43
43
42
42
41
41
39
38
34
32

Word
cherry
bun
dusk
bandana
serve
east
35
surfer
stand
tape

Freq.
32
32
30
28
28
28
27
27
26
24

Word
straight
marble
butterfly
hours
daisies
bamboo
remotes
cheesecake
natural
tour

Table 4: Frequent zero-shot words appearing in ZSQ test set questions.
Freq.
3,205
1,153
976
898
845
689
669
612
565
474

Word
sport
appear
fire
pattern
material
bed
facing
big
trying
sandwich

Freq.
464
461
430
415
399
395
357
335
321
317

Word
use
chair
parked
coming
buses
take
utensil
dish
sink
three

Freq.
296
287
283
230
223
220
201
167
163
160

Word
carrying
face
writing
television
vegetarian
beside
graffiti
foot
couch
silver

Freq.
155
150
148
145
127
119
117
113
101
98

Word
crossing
tires
cabinets
beds
mountain
levels
catcher
falling
faces
fireplace

Freq.
92
92
88
85
85
85
83
80
79
78

Word
popular
planning
batters
enjoy
dirt
carpet
slice
salad
square
roll

Table 5: Movement of question samples from original train and test data sets to new datasets.
Questions
Images
Train
Test
Train
Test
Normal Train 163,281
0 54,427
0
Normal Test
0 80,436
0 26,812
ZSA Test
10,360
4,942
9,860
4,689
ZSQ Test
23,145 11,208 20,165
9,797

A

Frequent Zero-Shot Words

Zero-shot words are used to select samples for ZSA and ZSQ data sets. Some of these words often
appears and some are not. To understand the effect of these words, we list frequent zero-shot words
that appear in answer in ZSA data set (Table 3) and in question for ZSQ data set (Table 4). The
lists of all zero-shot words are publicly available as a part of the dataset. These zero-shot words are
already filtered by stop words from this address.1

B

Data Movement from Original to New Datasets

To better understand the connection between original VQA dataset and the new dataset, we summarized the movement of samples between the two sets(Table 5). It shows that for both questions and
images, there is no intersection between original train and normal test dataset, or between original
test and normal train dataset. Also, ZSA and ZSQ datasets have the same ratio of the samples from
original train and test sets.

1

https://github.com/Yoast/YoastSEO.js/blob/develop/src/config/stopwords.js
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